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varnish! michigan babies too! - babies too! program aligns with this goal by increasing oral health
screenings in primary care settings and to help establish dental homes for babies by the age of one.
background information . tooth decay is one of the leading chronic diseases in children in the united states.
according to new jersey babies count - acnj - report—babies count—provides a framework, tracking how
well infants and toddlers are doing, who they are and the challenges they face. as a lead partner in the right
from the start nj campaign and as the organization chosen to spearhead the national zero to three think
babies™ campaign for new jersey, acnj’s recent work has why do babies cry? - babies cry less and less as
they get older. the average 6-week-old baby cries for about 2 hours per day. when you try to help, it may take
a while for them to calm down. babies need some time to respond. crying is upsetting for a reason - to make
caregivers want to help. babies cry for many reasons, not just because they are hungry. all babies cry. babies
born to incarcerated mothers - hunter college - several states offer mothers a chance to keep their
babies with them in prison for set periods. illinois has one residential program in which 15 qualified inmates
can keep their babies for up to 24 months. in 2003, 63 babies were born to state female prisoners in illinois
(conversation with joanne archibald, c.l.a.i.m.). babies discussion guide - influence film club - babies
introduces us to ponijao from tribal namibia, mari from futuristic tokyo, bayar from rural mongolia, and hattie
from urban san francisco. captured on film from the moment they are born within the comfort and familiarity of
their homes, surrounded by parents, caretakers, siblings, pets, and the wider community, these four safe
sleep for babies - oregon - facts about sids (sudden infant death syndrome) • in oregon, about 40 babies
die in their sleep every year. • the most important thing you can do for your baby’s health is to quit smoking.
for help, call the oregon tobacco quit line at 1-800-784-8669 or healthy native babies project - nichdh healthy native babies project. were crafted with care and revised with the feedback of american indian/alaska
native (ai/an) community members, who used the messages at numerous trainings held in u.s. northern tier
communities. just as one size fits all does not really apply to clothing, it does not apply to every ai/an
community that will use the
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